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(not really… but if I wanted it to, it would) 

January 2018 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome. I appreciate you taking time out of your work day today to attend this presentation. I hope you find this to be time well spent. Feel free to ask questions at any point during the talk so it can be an interactive discussion.



About the Speaker 

Lead Web Solutions Analyst 
BON SECOURS HEALTH SYSTEM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Tami Buckman. I am the lead web solutions analyst for Bon Secours Health System. I have been with Bon Secours for 6 years. My education and professional experience is in communication arts and design. Before coming to Bon Secours I spent 13 years in advertising as a print and web designer. My role with Bon Secours involves supporting the intranet built on SharePoint as well as our public facing website bonsecours.com built on Sitecore. I provide training to colleagues who create content for our intranet and website. I also am a technical consultant for new SharePoint sites, a mix of project management, training, support and user experience design. I enjoy the opportunity to apply technology to the healthcare industry. 



About Bon Secours 

$3.5 billion not-for-profit Catholic 
health system headquartered in 
Marriottsville, Maryland 
23,000 employees 
6 states, primarily on the east coast 
 

• 19 acute-care hospitals 
• 1 psychiatric hospital 
• 5 nursing care facilities 
• 4 assisted living facilities 
• 14 home care, hospice  

 
 
 
 

The Mission of Bon Secours Health System is to bring 
compassion to health care and to be good help to those 
in need, especially those who are poor and dying. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bon Secours is a non-profit catholic health system with a hospitals, facilities and physician practices from New York to Florida. 23,000 colleagues. Bon Secours intranet SP 2010 and we have several business processes that rely on the intranet (Nintex forms, Nintex workflow)



About Bon Secours 

    Bon Secours Virginia 
RICHMOND  
St. Mary’s Hospital 
Richmond Community Hospital 
 
MECHANICSVILLE 
Memorial Regional  
Medical Center 
 
MIDLOTHIAN 
St. Francis Medical Center 

 

NORFOLK 

DePaul Medical Center 
 

PORTSMOUTH 

Maryview Medical Center 
 
 
NEWPORT NEWS 
Mary Immaculate Hospital 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may know some of our healthcare facilities located in Virginia. Richmond: St. Mary’s Hospital, Memorial Regional Medical Center in Mechanicsville and also St. Francis in Midlothian. There are also several urgent care centers and physician practices affiliated with Bon Secours throughout the area. In the Hampton Roads area our acute hospitals are DePaul Medical Center in Norfolk, Maryview in Portsmouth and Mary Immaculate in Newport News. 



Questions for the Audience 

How formal/mature is your company’s 
project management process?  
 
Do you have a change management 
process to ensure users support the 
new tools? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of the presentation today is to share with you some tools I’ve developed over time that have helped during the planning and adoption phases of my intranet development work. If your company doesn’t have a very formal or mature project management process or if some of the smaller development work you’ve done hasn’t been successfully adopted, the streamlined tools I’ll present today may help to ensure you’ve got the right input at the start of the project and have adequately planned for promoting your intranet tool when it is complete. 



Solution Lifecycle 

Planning Development 
 

Promotion 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any time you create an intranet solution the project will go through several stages. This is a very general simplification but the creation of an intranet solution starts with planning (determining requirements, gathering resources and funding), then leads to the development of the technical components of the tool and then when it has been developed, you move on to promoting or communicating the new tool. During the presentation today I will show several technical examples of real Nintex solutions, as well as the tools you can use in the planning phase and promotion phase to ensure success. The presentation will highlight some staples of effective change management and project management. If your company doesn’t have formal processes for change management or project management you can use these abbreviated templates to formalize and document your project. 



Solution Lifecycle 

Planning Development 
 

Promotion 
 

•  Business Case for Action 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Business Case for Action worksheet will help you to describe the need for the new solution and determine at a very high level the scope of what the project will include.



Solution Lifecycle 

Planning Development 
 

Promotion 
 

•  Business Case for Action 

•  Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second tool will help you discover where a workflow or other controls could be imposed on your business process to improve it. It is a very visual tool that is great to use in meetings even if participants are not very technical. It helps to engage business owners and to guide the discussion about the possibilities of a solution at a high level. 



Solution Lifecycle 

Planning Development 
 

Promotion 
 

•  Business Case for Action 

•  Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

•  Stakeholder Analysis 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Stakeholder analysis worksheet will prompt you to identify the people that may be impacted by the new tool. Once you identify your stakeholders, you can ensure their support, include them in decision making and also to remember to help them adapt if the new tool will affect their daily work habits.



Solution Lifecycle 

Planning Development 
 

Promotion 
 •  Example – Real Estate Lease  

 Transaction Management 
 

•  Example – Contract Review 
 Process 
 



Solution Lifecycle 

Planning Development 
 

Promotion 
 

•  Communication Plan 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then for Promotion, we’ll review an Excel workbook that will help you create your communication plan.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first planning tool we’ll review is a one-page Word template called the Business Case for Action. 



Planning  Business Case for Action 

• Documentation of key outcomes of project, 
justification of project, and talking points to share 
with key stakeholders and impacted users.  
 

• Concise view of current state and desired state.  
(1 page) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This worksheet prompts us with a few questions that justify and clarify the work that will be involved to change a current business process with an improved one. Helps you ask for resources because you have adequately documented the business need for your project. 



Planning  Business Case for Action 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s review the first sections…. At the top we’ll describe the current state and right beside it describe the future state or desired outcomes. �The second section helps you to detail a little more fully the purposes of the change… the questions read…. What is the change? Who is authorizing it? What are the purposes of the change? Why now? What are the costs of not changing? What disruptions might the change create? So you can imagine by thinking of your project with these lenses you’re starting to develop a very strong case for moving forward with your project and you’re also thinking in advance what some stakeholders may ask you about the project. 



Planning  Business Case for Action 

Example: Real estate lease transaction management 
 
• Current review process not standard for all leases. 
• Need to report how many leases are being considered at any 

given time and show where they are in the review process. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next section asks you to document what you think will be the Measures of success: What will success look like? How will it be measured? Be sure to include both quantitative and qualitative measures. Some additional questions to help you determine your measures….Is there a new regulation affecting your company and we have to change a process on a certain date? If so, one measure could be whether or not you meet that deadline. Does your project help you eliminate or reduce a risk? Did you increase employee engagement and satisfaction with the new process? Did you increase efficiency? Did you reduce resources either in time, people, or money or both?Then the last section allows you to take all the thoughts you’ve captured so far in the worksheet and generate a strong Business Case for Action Statement. We will do XYZ….fill in the blank. We anticipate potential barriers to be…. In order to achieve ….. If we do not implement this change, something else may occur. ��Let’s think of this worksheet with an actual example. My company recognized the need to standardize how all real estate leases were being review, ensure they were reviewed at a high level within the organization to ensure alignment with company wide goals instead of being too focused on a local goal. This worksheet would help with talking points with stakeholders because you can remind them that while Real estate leasing is necessary, its use needs to be optimized to minimize the impact on the company’s financial health since real estate debt impacts the entire company’s credit rating. There is potential cost savings if you start the lease renewal process (18 - 24 months in advance of the expiration date).We could measure success through our company’s credit rating, real estate operating costs, and also at a micro level, success in the fact that at any given time our company could very easily generate a report that would show how many leases were being considered at any given time. 



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

• A visual planning tool 
 

• Outlines your business process step by step 
 

• Map out the process flow in Visio, 
PowerPoint or even Word 
 

• Upon completion, analyze to identify points 
where a workflow could be imposed…  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This planning tool is great to help us document in writing needs and goals for the project. The next tool is different in that it is a very visual tool. The Automation Potential Analysis tool helps you outline a business process step by step. You can map out your process in Visio, PowerPoint or even Word. The goal is to use the process flow to identify where a workflow could potentially be applied. Note: you’re not doing a technical map of your workflow… This is not a document that you could give to your workflow developer. This is an illustration of the larger business process where a workflow or sharepoint form could be a part. Many steps that you map could exist outside of the intranet. Let me show you what it looks like so you’ll get a better idea:



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This version is in Word and it prompts you to create boxes to define steps within your business process. The worksheet could potentially be completed twice: the first time where you describe the business process as it is today and then go back and create second version showing how the process could be improved.  Each box is a step and there are several symbols you can also use to clarify the process. If the box has a solid outline that means that step of the process is always rigid: we cannot allow variations on how that step is completed. You can also use a dashed outline on a box to show where the process is more lenient and perhaps resources or tools used in that step are informal. There are icons to add to your steps to illustrate if the step involves a document being collaborated on or a form being completed. There is an envelope symbol to place in a step where parties are notified by email. The checkbox symbol notes were the process pauses because someone’s approval is needed before proceeding. And an arrow that could be placed in a step to show that the process moves to some other system outside of the intranet.  This is the tool that is great to use in meetings to define scope or to illustrate the need or anticipated outcomes of your project. Sometimes there are processes at work and people don’t even realize how many resources are used, where there are duplication of efforts or inconsistency occurs so this is a great communication piece to use in the planning phase. 



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

Strategy for Using this Tool: 
• Document how your process is today… where are the issues? 

(Scenario: How requests for brochures or other printed 
materials are submitted to the marketing department) 
 
• Issue: Lack of centralized collection point for requests, 

multiple avenues to submit a request (phone, email) 
 

• Issue: Missing preliminary critical information before the 
request will be considered 
 

• Solution: A web-based input form can standardize the 
way requests are submitted. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few other strategies for using this tool: like I mentioned before, you can fill it out to how your process is today (maybe how requests for brochures or other printed materials come in to the marketing department) and then show how this process could be standardized and improved. This tool may show that there no centralized consistent place to submit for requests (phone, email) and that it is hard to have a centralized list of all active requests. Another issue may be that there is a lot of Missing preliminary critical information missing when requestors try to engage the marketing department and we could do better early in the process and be firm about the information needed before the request will be considered�When you analyze the process flow illustrated in the tool you may be able to see where a web-based input form could replace several existing steps to standardize the way requests are submitted. 



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

Strategy for Using this Tool: 
• Identifying where handoffs or wait states occur will help 

you know when to create a new box (create a new step) 
 

• Note steps where the process is rigid (consistency is 
critical) …. could indicate a place where a workflow could 
automate the task, i.e., after Step 3 it is always emailed to 
Bob for review  
 

• Note the action required for the step: Send an email, 
Complete a form/document, Review for approval. 
 

• Who is involves at each step… does it vary? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way to look at this tool is to think of your process and Identify where handoffs or wait states occur. That will help you know when to create a new box (create a new step)�When you see the steps where the process is rigid (solid outline on the box)…. That could potentially indicate a place where a workflow could automate the task, for example, after Step 3 the document is always emailed to Bob for review.  �We’ll remember to indicate the steps where consistency is critical�We’ll also use those icons to Note the action required for the step: Send an email, Complete a form/document, Review for approval.�Other details to add to the boxes are the names of the people who are involves at each step… also note where the resources vary?Let’s look at a completed automation potential analysis tool for that real estate lease management scenario we touched on earlier. 



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

Contract & 
Resources 
Identified 

Lease Evaluation 
Completed 

 

Lease Evaluation 
Authorized 

 

Transaction 
Summary 

Completed 

Transaction 
Summary 

Authorized by Local 
CFO 

Transaction 
Summary 

Authorized by 
Enterprise CFO 

 
Obtain  

Signatures 
 

Post in Contract 
Management 

System 
 

REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process involves about 8 key steps. First step (where we Identify the real estate contract and the resources that will be involved) is very informal; the process varies. 



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

? Lease Evaluation 
Completed 

 

Lease Evaluation 
Authorized 

 

Transaction 
Summary 

Completed 

Transaction 
Summary 

Authorized by Local 
CFO 

Transaction 
Summary 

Authorized by 
Enterprise CFO 

 
Obtain  

Signatures 
 

Post in Contract 
Management 

System 
 

REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2nd step where the preliminary lease evaluation is completed needs to always have consistency so there is a standardized document or online form, and when complete, a notification by email should occur. 



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

?  
 
 

Lease Evaluation 
Authorized 

 

Transaction 
Summary 

Completed 

Transaction 
Summary 

Authorized by Local 
CFO 

Transaction 
Summary 

Authorized by 
Enterprise CFO 

 
Obtain  

Signatures 
 

Post in Contract 
Management 

System 
 

REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third step is when that lease evaluation is authorized so we use the checkbox icon that signifies approval is needed



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

?  
 
 

 
 
 

Transaction 
Summary 

Completed 

Transaction 
Summary 

Authorized by Local 
CFO 

Transaction 
Summary 

Authorized by 
Enterprise CFO 

 
Obtain  

Signatures 
 

Post in Contract 
Management 

System 
 

REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3rd step also has an email notification should occur. 



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

?  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Transaction 
Summary 

Authorized by Local 
CFO 

Transaction 
Summary 

Authorized by 
Enterprise CFO 

 
Obtain  

Signatures 
 

Post in Contract 
Management 

System 
 

REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then there additional contributions to the document and an email alert



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

?  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Transaction 
Summary 

Authorized by 
Enterprise CFO 

 
Obtain  

Signatures 
 

Post in Contract 
Management 

System 
 

REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A review and approval that triggers an email alert



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

?  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Obtain  

Signatures 
 

Post in Contract 
Management 

System 
 

REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another review of the same material at a higher level within the organization and after approval that triggers an email alert



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

?  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the last 2 steps occur on paper (obtaining signatures) and outside of the intranet (loading the executed contracts into a contract management software system) 



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

?  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we look at the steps where document modification, email alerts, and document review/approval occurs, this potentially could be where a nintex form and workflow could ensure consistency and reduce redundant tasks. So these are the steps the business owners and the intranet team focused on when thinking of how the process co uld be improved. 



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

SP 2010 Team Site Document Library  
Custom column: Workbook Status 
 
 
Gatekeeper receives an alert for 
modified workbooks, changes the 
status as appropriate.  
 
 
Change in workbook status triggers 
workflow for next reviewer.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After analysis it was determined that the information collected was complicated: values that were calculated altered other values within the document so the collection method best suited was an excel workbook with multiple tabs. Each time the excel workbook was updated, a person was needed to review the submissions to ensure they were complete and accurate. Solution: team site with excel workbooks (one for each lease) organized in libraries by market. We added a Custom column to the document library for Workbook Status. The Gatekeeper receives an alert for modified workbooks, changes the status as appropriate to move it to the next step in the process flow. Change in workbook status triggers workflow for next reviewer. 



Development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solution: team site with excel workbooks organized in libraries by market. Custom column for Workbook Status with choices. So with each lease you can easily see what step they are on in the review process. The Gatekeeper receives an email alert when a workbook has been modified, reviews the workbook and changes the status as appropriate. 



REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a screen capture from inside the Nintex Workflow settings showing what the condition starts the workflow… when the current value of the Workbook Status column doesn’t equal the previous value of the Workbook status. 



REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

A One Footprint BSR Lease Workbook Status 
has been changed by ModifiedByDisplayName. 
 
The file name is: Name 
  
View the Workbook in the intranet. 

ads/tlbuckma   =  Tami Buckman 

Development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One key part of the workflow involves creating a variable so that the name of the person who has last modified the workbook is displayed in a more useful format. 



REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create the variable



REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT  

Development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And configure it to look up its value from the current item’s field



Planning   Automation Potential Analysis Tool 

Contract Review Process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s another example of the automation potential analysis tool after it was completed for a different business process. Sometimes the visual appearance varies in style slightly but the purpose is the same. This flow document was shared multiple times with the business owners (the people that had the vision for the project) during the planning phase and referenced many times again as the project was progressing. 



Contract Review Process – Input form 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A unique feature of this workflow was that the contract was routed to different people (they called them interested parties) based on how the submitter answered questions on the form. The review steps had many levels: it first went to Executive Review and if approved, moved on to the Interested Parties. Then went on the Legal review. The number of interested parties varied based on the nature of the contract (and based on how the submitter completed the form questions.) If the contract had an IT component different reviewers needed to be included, other interested parties were Materials Management, Facilities, Engineering, 



Contract Review Process – Workflow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several forks in the workflow depending on which interested parties are included. Here you can see it first determines if IS needs to review, if so it takes the right fork to email the IS reviewers.



Contract Review Process – Administrative Panel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are extra input fields on the form that are conditionally visible as a panel for the Interested Parties to enter their approval or denial and to add notes. The panel is not visible to the requestor. 



Contract Review Process – Administrative Panel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How you set the condition for the panel to be visible… in the panel settings…. Visible if the expression is true: that the user is a member of the reviewers, legal, interested parties or process owners security groups.



Contract Review Process – Workflow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the fork with the actions for the last stage of review… Legal review. Right side are the actions if legal approves, then an email is sent to the requestor to let them know signatures are needed. If denied by legal, the requestor gets an email to let them know it will not move forward.



Planning  Stakeholder Analysis 

• Identify who is affected by this change and who will help get the project 
approved/completed. 
 

• 1-Page document (minus instructions) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Word document, Stakeholder Analysis, will help you to identify who is affected by this change and who will help get the project approved/completed. This worksheet is great because it pushes you to think of other people that may be impacted by this change that may be the ones that initially come to mind.  If you take away the instruction box at the start of the document this tool is also just a 1-Page document. This is definitely a planning document because the sooner you can involve your stakeholders, the easier it will be to dissolve resistance and get everyone on board. 



Planning  Stakeholder Analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the first part of the document, Collect the names of the people that will be needed as resources to do the development work and include an estimate of the project’s duration. 



Planning  Stakeholder Analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you start to list the key stakeholders by name or by group name, use the other columns to gauge whether or not they will support or resist the change. Use the minus symbol if they may be against the change. Plus if they will be in favor of your project and Zero if they may be neutral. Question mark if you don’t know their reaction to your proposed project. If initially you put a Question mark, you’ll need to contact them and ask them to get an understanding of their support. In the next column, list whether the stakeholder is directly or indirectly impacted by the change. For those directly impacted, you’ll need to have a thoughtful communication and training strategy. How will you tell them What’s In it for them? Is there Resource savings? You may even make a note to enlist their input during the planning phases to ensure their perspective is considered in the final deliverables. The last column is where you make notes about specific steps to engage them: Do you need them in weekly meetings? Will you ask them to participate in planning? Will you include them in testing? Will you ask them to share the tool with their direct reports? 



Promotion  Communication Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’ll move on to the tool that is part of the final phase of the project: The Communication Plan that is part of the promotion phase. The Stakeholder Analysis tool is a planning tool and you will reference it often when you create your communication plan. Since you identified the WHO that is affected by your project in your stakeholder analysis and made a few notes about how and when to reach out to the stakeholders, the communication plan will expand on those points and include some post development training and messages to a larger audience about the new tool. �



Promotion  Communication Plan 

• How will you ensure adoption for each distinct audience?  
 

• What are the different mediums you will use?  
o  In-person training 
o  Communicate with posters 
o  Send emails 
o  Create a virtual or physical help center  
o  Distribute job aids 
o  Video tutorial 

 
• Ensure your communication plan includes 2-way 

mechanisms: 
o How do new users ask questions? 
o Feedback mechanism within your new tool to help users 

though the change period and collect suggestions for 
enhancements for future releases.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you fill out the Communication Plan think about how you will ensure adoption for each distinct audience. What are the different mediums you will use? Will you offer In person training, communicate with posters, send emails? Will you create a virtual or physical Help center? Video tutorial? How do new users ask questions, will you create job aids?  Ensure your communication plan includes 2 way mechanisms. Keep in mind, What will you consider success? You may want to consider creating a Feedback mechanism within your new tool to help users though the change period and to collect suggestions for enhancements for future releases. 



Promotion  Communication Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The specific columns of the Communication Plan worksheet capture: the Key Message/Action ItemThe stakeholder / audienceWho produces and who distributes the particular itemWhat the medium is (email, poster, website, newsletter, memo to managers, communication screens, screen saver, promotional product like a banner, stickers, shirts, buttons, pens)�You may even include a simplified version of your Automation Potential Analysis tool (process flow diagram) in your communications and training materials. When the first draft is dueWhen the final will be distributed and any other notes. 



Go Forth and Conquer! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What an awesome suite of tools!



Questions 

? 
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